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We are a logistics company with a solid presence in Italy, the United States
and Europe, operating globally since 2008.

Our mission is to optimize our clients' logistics facilities by providing full and
customized services. At DVA Express we guarantee a service managed by
qualified professionals, with competitive and transparent rates, with no
surprises or hidden costs.

Our team is ready to assist you planning shipments, both domestic and
international, with a wide range of services standard, express or specialized
for each industry.
 
We simplify the logistics process even further by developing the first
dedicated modular platform with white label option that can be integrated
with companies' logistics systems via our API to major e-commerce and
marketplace platforms.
 
For international shipments, our AI system calculates customs costs in real-
time and provides the HS codes based on product kind, quantity and value.
Also, we have a team of certified expert assistants to offer you all the
support with the necessary documentation and customs process.

2024

2M+

40K+

190+

Shippings

Satisfied clients

Countries reached

Our Certifications

3847082-0010

FL-I-22477

ITA-AEOS 20-1731

Evolving to new
frontiers!
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We are committed to ensuring that your goods
cross borders with a fast and smooth customs
processing, saving valuable time and resources .

Customs Clearance

We are specialized in the safe transportation of
dangerous goods worldwide. From the
identification of homologated packaging to
proper labeling, our certified agents work to
ensure the safe movement of goods in
accordance with the necessary procedures
according to IATA-ADR-IMO international
regulations.

Handling of dangerous goods

Thanks to our experience and collaboration with
authorities, we are able to prepare the necessary
documentation by using advanced computer
systems in order to accelerate customs
clearance across borders.

With just a few clicks, you can accurately
calculate customs duties in real time, obtain the
exact HS code, and complete properly the
documentation by using the multilingual and
multi-currency features in our system.

Calculation of customs duties and provision of
HS code

Processing of required documentation

To simplify customs procedure and facilitate
customs clearance of shipments, our specialized
team takes care of all bureaucratic and regulatory
aspects. 

Dedicated supportOptimization of the entire import
and export process!

Full support to simplify import and export
operations!  
We have the know-how and a team of experts who
provide tailored solutions for every need through a wide
range of services. 

Import / Export
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We simplify the process by offering a single
customs clearance for shipments between Italy
and the United States, which means that
consolidating shipments not only reduces costs,
including all surcharges, but also reduces the
complexity of customs formalities by handling
everything in a single procedure.

Single customs clearance

As an AEO-certified partner, we are recognized
by the customs authorities as a reliable economic
operator and we are committed to maintaining
high standards of security, transparency, and
reliability throughout the entire supply chain,
ensuring greater trust and trust facilitating
business relationships with customs authorities
and our partners.

AEO Certified Agent

We make sure to conduct strict supervision of
customs documentation, ensuring its
completeness and correctness in accordance
with applicable regulations. Also, we actively
engage in the timely acquisition of any permits
and licenses required by the relevant
authorities.

Inspection of customs documentation

Customs Clearance

Delivery without obstacles with a
simplified customs clearance!
Our import and export customs clearance service is designed to simplify the complex landscape of
international trade regulations, ensuring efficient and smooth handling of your trade operations. We are
committed to obtaining all necessary permits and licenses from the competent authorities in a timely
manner, checking customs documentation, minimizing delays and mitigating the risk of penalties. We
employ a complete approach to compliance, ensuring that every step of the customs clearance process
is handled with precision to avoid surprises once goods reach their destination. With our experience and
attention to detail, we anticipate and overcome potential trade obstacles, allowing you to focus on
developing your international business with tranquility.
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Distribution

Charter

Packaging

Warehousing

We offer complete and fast solutions for every stage of the
supply chain, with integrated logistics services that include
complete management and distribution for businesses,
including ordering, warehousing, picking, packing,
transportation, tracking and reverse logistics. Our goal is to take
your business to new horizons with transparency, efficiency and
competitive rates. We are committed to provide integrated and
reliable management, simplifying operations and maximizing the
efficiency allowing you to focus on your core business with the
certainty of having a reliable logistics partner by your side.

Returns

Complete and fast logistics solutions
for all stages of the supply chain.

Logistics
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Our Additional Services are designed to offer full
and customized support to our clients, ensuring a
smooth and satisfying experience. Through our
additional services, we make sure all of our
customers' expectations are met.

 The DDP (delivery and duty paid) option allows
you to take on, in advance, the duties and charges
that will be required when your shipment arrives in
the country of destination. 

Additional Services
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Tax and customs payment

 Porterage service (floor delivery) allows your
addressees to conveniently receive packages
directly to their homes.

Manage the payment of the goods you ship
easily and securely, the amount is credited to you
within 15 days. Choose the cash-on-delivery
collection method and have the shipping costs
refunded by adding them to the payment
amount at the time of delivery.

Porterage

Choose the best insurance protection, in case of
the unexpected. With our insurance coverage, we
guarantee you an adequate compensation in
case of loss, theft or damage along the way

Cash on Delivery (COD)

Insurance

Through our extensive experience in
handling varieties of temperature-
sensitive goods, as well as using
specialized technologies, we ensure the
safety and integrity of temperature-
sensitive cargo throughout the entire
transportation.

Temperature Controlled Shipments

We are specialized in the safe transportation of
dangerous goods worldwide. From the
identification of homologated packaging to
proper labeling, our certified agents work to
ensure the safe movement of goods in
accordance with the necessary procedures
according to IATA-ADR-IMO international
regulations.

Handling of dangerous goods
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Our fast and reliable air freight service brings
any destination closer than ever before,
especially between Italy and the United States,
offering efficient and convenient solutions for
all your shipments.

Single customs clearance

Customized support

Access to the major airports
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We provide customized solutions to meet the unique needs of each industry. We have the expertise and
resources to manage your shipments effectively and safely. We guarantee the utmost care and attention to
every detail. From managing customs procedures to support for duty calculations, we are committed to
ensuring that your goods reach their destination on time and in optimal conditions. With our experience and
dedition, you can count on us to provide you the highest level of service.

Special
Services
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A customized service dedicated to the food
industry, that ensures full support from
assistance in choosing the most suitable
packaging to the preparation of all necessary
documentation for regulatory compliance and
product tracking.

A reliable, convenient and affordable service
for shipping personal belongings anywhere,
providing safe and on-time door-to-door
shipping for suitcases, luggage, musical
instruments, sports equipment and work
materials.

We are specialized in the safe transportation
of dangerous goods worldwide, ensuring
compliance with the necessary procedures
with international IATA - ADR - IMO
regulations.

Special
Services

Documentation processing

Personalized assistance

Homologated packaging

Personal item shipments

Customized rates and online
quotation

Fast and reliable delivery

Packaging and labeling

Personalized assistance and
competitive rates

Documentation and customs
clearance
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Our priority is the safety and integrity of the
materials. We are committed to ensuring the
urgent delivery of medical, chemical and
biological materials. We have the know-how
and experience to meet the challenges of the
medical industry with safe, reliable, and
regulatory-compliant solutions by ensuring
the utmost care at every stage of the logistics
process.

A service dedicated to wine shipping that
stands out for its accuracy, reliability and care
in bottle transportation. Each bottle is handled
with extreme care and packed with high-
quality materials to ensure that it arrives intact
at its destination. We guarantee fast and safe
delivery anywhere in the world.

Special
Services

Documentation processing

Packaging

Homologated packaging and
labeling

Warehousing

Documentation management and
support
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Safety guarantee during
transportation

Customs procedure and clearance

Labeling

Unlimited wine import into the
United States
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In a global trade environment, managing customs
duties and HS codes is essential. Easy Dogana
simplifies the process, providing advanced
analytical tools and automation. With just a few
clicks, you can calculate customs duties, submit
correct documents, and improve your customer
experience. By automating customs calculations
and HS classifications, Easy Dogana reduces
logistical errors and offers significant savings,
improving the reliability of your international
operations.

Servizi
Speciali

Supply of HS codes

YOUR 
LOGO
HERE

2024

We apply on your behalf for a VAT/EORI
number to import into the UK and Europe at
the HMRC and any other EU tax authorities.

Our software can handle all companies'
logistics needs, integrating their system with
our API to process all network orders and
improving operational efficiency through
automation.

Personalized assistance

Customs duties calculation in real
time

Landed Cost Guarantee
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Documentation management and
support

Integration

Integration

Full logistics management

Automation

White-label customization feature

Regional and tax assistance

Full logistics management

Customs clearance

Last mile shipments
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We provide a wide variety of fast and reliable shipping services to meet all of your needs to over
220 countries. Our services are designed to fit our customers' needs, providing customized options
and dedicated support to ensure hassle-free delivery.

With either domestic or international shipping, you can count on us for a reliable and professional
solution.

International Experience

Unbeatable Rates 

Customized solutions

Expertise

Excellent service

Air Cargo

Economy

Express

Point - to - Point

Road Freight

Sea Cargo

Shipping
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Contact
Website

Phone

www.dvaexpress.com

+39 06 8716 0025

E-mail commerciale@dvaexpress.it

USA Address 1680 Michigan Ave #700. 33139 Miami,

Florida

HQ  Address Via Savoia, 78, 00198 Roma RM


